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"Joel, it's you!'" Yonas frowned at Joel's sudden appearance.

After what happened at Cynthion Group's sales drive, he knew that the Hiltons were enemies of Leon!

However, Leon embarrassed him in public at the sales drive, novëxo so he did not like Leon that much!

Even if the Hiltons were not friendly with Leon, it had nothing to do with him!

So he did not care!

"Mister Thompson, I just got myself a private room for a few drinks! Things are far better with the company! Since we bumped

into each other, why don't you have a few drinks with me? Let's have some fun. What do you think?" novëxo Joel invite.d

"That-"

Yonas was a bit hesitant.

The Hiltons were one of the major families within the southern region, just like the Thompsons!

Even though the two families were not that close to each other, they did not have any conflicts with each other either!

Other than that, he saw Joel a few times before. novelxo They were quite familiar with each other!

So, there was no reason for him to feel like Joel's invitation was in any way, so he was not on guard at all!

"Yes, alright then! Since that's the case, novel.xo I'll take you up on your offer!"

Yonas nodded, agreeing.

He came over precisely to drink and vent his frustrations, and to find some joy.

With someone around to drink with, it would make things a lot more fun!

He had no reason to reject Joel's good intentions!

After that, novelxo Joel brought Yonas to one of the luxurious rooms upstairs.

In just a few moments, Joel motioned for the employees there to bring in food and drinks, and arranged for a few beautiful,

novel.xo sexy models as company!

The arrangement suited Yonas very well. He could not help but take a liking to Joel!

"Mister Hiltons, thank you for your invitation! Cheers!" Yonas raised his glass and toasted Joel.

Under Joel's advances alongside the models around them, the two of them quickly got closer to each other.

"Mister Thompson, I heard a very nasty rumor about the Thompsons this afternoon! I heard that the Thompsons gave Roanne

Thompson to Leon to get closer to Leon and the Cynthion Group. Why did your family do something that would damage your

reputation so badly?" Joel asked with concern.

"What a load of nonsense! novelxo How could the Thompsons do something so humiliating?!" Yonas said, slamming his hand on

the table with an unhappy look on his face.

"Exactly. I didn't think it was possible either! The Thompsons are the head of the families in the southern region. Leon's not

worthy of you trying to gain his favor! In my eyes, he should be the one trying to gain your favor. Without the Thompsons, he

would never be as accomplished as he is today!" Joel hurriedly said.

"That's right!" Yonas calmed down a lot after hearing that.

He never liked Leon anyway. With how Joel was insulting Leon and praising the Thompsons, he felt much better!

"However, people still talk! This matter has already been spread everywhere. It's already damaged Roanne's reputation and the

Thompson family name. I wonder how your family plans on dealing with it. novelxo Are you going to summon her back?’ Joel

continued to ask, trying to see what the Thompsons were planning.
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